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Chapter 1

The Book Speaks

O h dear, you are back again! Why do you humans persist in 
playing with things you can’t possibly understand? I guess 
it’s why you play with nuclear weapons  Oh gee, let me push 

this button and watch the atmosphere catch fire. I do think the So-
phistans have managed the outstanding feat of  making humans amus-
ing: first you burn a human, then you bring them back. I do so love to 
watch the burning part 

My Saeshell master is telling me to shut up and remind you of  the 
story, so I guess I will comply  I would hate to watch your remaining 
brain cell explode  It would mess up my pages 

Last time you were here, you saw my favorite part as Tova and Elof  
were demolecularized  Actually, that was an interesting style choice 
since I think it would have been “cool” to watch them melt due to 
their radiation poisoning  The Great Sophistan brought Tova back as 
Tova2  I like that part too  She was the Sophistan analog to microwave 
popcorn  A little energy and up she pops 

Stefan is still asleep  My Saeshell master still shivers when his name 
is mentioned  Stefan, Stefan, Stefan  I guess an adolescent who can 
burn planets with a single thought does give one pause  But not me  
Stefan likes books 

Ty and Tyco are still having the horror of  the Sophistan story fed 
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directly into their brain  While you read this, let it amuse you that they 
are writhing on their meditation beds in anguish while you read the 
horrors contained within 
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Chapter 2

Reconciliation 
 of the Lukes

N ine-year-old Paul17 stands waiting at the matter-transport 
platform in the Paul complex  His blond-headed shrimpy 
frame hides the wisdom he has acquired in his one thousand 

years of  life  For though his body has been frozen developmentally, 
his nine-year-old human personality is tied to his energy half, which 
contains a virtually limitless learning capacity; his vast knowledge rides 
on beams of  light  His bright blue eyes, speckled with green triangles, 
are locked in a faraway stare as he ponders what strategy he will use to 
manage the difficult Lukes. He wiggles the toes of  his bare, baby-soft 
feet; he has learned wiggling channels his youthful energy into deep 
problem-solving thought 

Two seventeen-year-old boys materialize on the platform  They 
are dressed in blue Sophistan pajamas  The boys have the standard 
bowl haircut with blond hair containing blue streaks; Luke2 has two 
blue hair streaks and Luke3 has just one  Unlike the other humans 
of  Sophista, the eyes of  the Lukes are quite distinctive, with bright, 
almost fluorescent, blue eyes and triangular cat-like black irises. The 
Lukes’ skin is faintly blue colored, with their fingers and feet dark blue.
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Luke2 looks down on Paul17 like a bully  “Welcome to the great 
Sophista  Look, they have even sent a shrimp to greet us ”

“You must observe the proper protocol and greet me, Lukes,” 
asserts Paul17 with a stoic, unyielding stare  Despite his appearance, 
his long years as a Paul have instilled many of  the talents and much of  
the wisdom of  a parent  As Paul17 speaks, red glowing disks appear in 
the air in front of  his eyes, like sunglasses 

“Yeah,” retorts Luke3 with an angry yet painful expression, “while 
they let us rot in the energy stream of  a black hole, they invite barbar-
ians to Sophista to be toys for the infantile Peters ”

Paul17 commands, as his eyes begin to glow brightly, “Lukes, you 
must greet me properly!”

“Did the Earthlings bring a playpen for Paul25?” quips Luke2 
Paul17 raises his hand and lightning bolts shoot from his finger-

tips; multiple bolts strike the Lukes all over their midsections  A sur-
prised look appears on their faces; they bend at the waist, expelling air 
as if  a baseball bat had hit them hard in the stomach  Then they jolt 
slightly up into the air, landing butt first onto the ground.
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The Lukes, stunned and trembling, stand up  “We live to serve, we 
serve Sophista ” The jolt has cleared the Lukes’ minds of  the anger they 
were feeling  Now fear has taken over; they have crossed the bounds 
of  Sophistan behavior on many fronts  It would not be uncharacteris-
tic of  the Pauls for Paul17 to zap them several more times to forcefully 
cement the lesson 

The red glowing disks disappear from Paul17’s eyes  “I live to 
serve, I serve for love  Please extend your hands, Luke2 and Luke3, 
and link with me ”

Luke2 and Luke3, still trembling, reluctantly extend their hands 
“Do not worry, Lukes,” comforts Paul17 using assertive, parental-

like tones  “I will not hurt you further; please link with me ”
Luke2 and Luke3 face their palms toward Paul17; Paul17 touches 

one of  his palms to each of  theirs  The green triangles in his eyes begin 
to sparkle 

	Paul17 sees a series of  conversations between Luke2, 
Luke3, and Peter35. Peter35 has refused to supply the 
devices the Lukes need to perform their work, using 
excuse after excuse to delay them. He lies about the 
humans being the highest priority. He tells them that 
the council of  Peters will send a Paul to punish them 
if  they bother Peter2. Paul17 sees the frustrated Lukes 
sitting around, bored, on the energy station. They 
float in the desolate blackness surrounding the black 
hole feeling despair and loneliness.

	“Lukes, I feel your pain,” consoles Paul17. “I am so 
sorry that you have been ignored for so long; feel how 
all of  Sophista loves you; release your pain to me.”

Blue tears run down the Lukes’ faces, dripping on to the ground 

	“Luke2 and Luke3, we will not let you hurt any longer. 
And we will also make sure that none of  your brothers 
hurt any more. That is a promise from all of  Sophista. 
We are your brothers too.”
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Paul17 breaks the link  The Lukes are relieved  They have managed 
to keep their musings secret  They, too, had used the probe and had 
realized that on Earth, size and age would have given them dominance  
Such thoughts, if  detected by the Pauls, could lead to them being dis-
integrated and remade 

“I know that some of  the Peters have not given you what you have 
needed,” says Paul17 softly, as he puts his arms behind him and locks 
his hands together  He stares upward with warm charming eyes which 
seek to endear him to them. “I promise you, today I will start to fix 
that  Sophista will do everything we can to ensure you suffer loneliness 
no more 

“We have arranged guest quarters on the second floor of  the Paul 
complex with an excellent view of  the Sophistan pyramids in the valley  
I suggest you take time to look at the beauty of  Sophista while contem-
plating your purpose  Your Meditation Beds will be arranged to supply 
the power you need to be fully comfortable  Tonya, set the power gen-
eration capacity to accommodate the Lukes while they meditate ”

“Luke accommodation will require a 5% increase in power genera-
tion,” responds Tonya 

“Do it, Tonya,” commands Paul17, placing his hands on his hips 
like he’s ready for action  “Please monitor and respond to their needs  
Luke2 and Luke3, you have arrived on a wondrous day  You will wit-
ness the assimilation of  the newest Sophistan line, the Tovas  During 
your meditation, Tonya will allow you to see Tova2’s rising and some 
of  her current assimilation  You will participate in the historic rising of  
the first hybrid human-Sophistan energy being, Sophistan27, formerly 
known as Stefan ”

“I am uneasy, my brother, performing this on Sophista,” worries 
Luke2. “We Lukes are able to take the random power flows that may 
occur, but those flows would easily kill Peters and Pauls. If  things go 
very wrong, Sophista could be vaporized  Shouldn’t we do this on the 
platform, so that if  something goes wrong Sophista will be safe?”
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“The Great Sophistan has been quite clear on this,” says Paul17 as 
his toes begin slowly wiggling  “Sophistan1’s new child, Stefan, shall 
not rise in exile  He shall rise here with those who serve and love him  
I know this is a lot to rest on your shoulders  But there is more you 
should know  There will be no destruct option  The Great Sophistan 
cannot kill their own kind and they will not allow anyone else to  We 
will provide a fallback plan, should the Great Sophistan choose not 
to lose Sophista if  Stefan fails to rise properly  Luke3, you should be 
ready to fold a spatial void around Stefan  You will only use it on the 
Great Sophistan’s explicit command  Even if  we all start to die before 
your eyes and you feel the suffering of  your brothers, you must perse-
vere and not use the void ” Paul17’s toes stop and he begins to shake 
slightly. Inside he finds what he has just said terrifying. But he must 
project confidence and focus to maintain control of  the Lukes.

“But with the tremendous power required, in the event of  cata-
strophic failure, there will not be a trace left,” complains Luke3  “Many, 
maybe even all, Sophistan-humans will be dead forever ”

“I know, Luke3; I know,” says Paul17  He looks down and begins 
to pace back and forth slowly  “We Pauls serve unconditionally and will 
sacrifice ourselves for the Great Sophistan; the Peters feel the same 
way  Without the Great Sophistan, we would have never existed  We 
have lived beyond hundreds of  human lifetimes, experiencing more 
life and love than they will ever know ”

He stops abruptly, staring up into Luke2’s eyes  “You will meet 
Tova2 later today  Already, though she does not know it, she is one of  
the strongest telepaths to ever have lived  Part of  it is due to Stefan’s 
original gifts touching her; part of  it is due to the randomness  In any 
case, we do not want her to know how dangerous this is  She would be 
scarred by the experience and that would not be a good way to start 
off  the Tovas 

But you must take care, because if  she suspects, she will not need 
to link to get information from you  We expect that she could easily 
just rip it from your mind  Controlling this talent will be one of  the 
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hardest parts of  Tova2’s assimilation  Control has never been her 
strongest point 

“Be aware that Paul25 has received a gift from Stefan; he now 
generates his own power  It would not be wise to violate protocol 
and anger him until he has better control and we understand more 
fully what has happened to him  Now go and meditate  The Great 
Sophistan wants to talk to you during your meditation  Good medita-
tion, Luke2 and Luke3 ”

Luke2 and Luke3 say, “I live to serve, I serve Sophista, I will 
comply ”

Paul17 responds, “I live to serve, I serve for love ”
The Lukes jaunt to their guest rooms 

“I live to serve; I serve for love, 
Great Sophistan,” says Paul17. He stands 
as if he is a statue with his toes wig-
gling rapidly.

“What do you need, Wise Paul?” asks 
the Great Sophistan.

“I think that the Lukes have been se-
verely injured by the loneliness of the 
remote energy research platform. They 
have been isolated from Sophista. The 
newest Peters have failed to deliver what 
the Lukes have needed. This makes the 
Lukes feel unwanted.”

“What do you recommend, Wise Paul?”

“I believe we can no longer have the 
Lukes live on the platform,” says Paul17. 
“I think they must live on Sophista and 
only venture to the platform to perform 
experiments or collect data for proj-
ects that cannot be commanded remotely. I 
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think we should build a facility for the 
Lukes on Sophista.”

“You are wise, Wise Paul. But for a ma-
jor undertaking like that, the Peters and 
the Lukes must agree. That agreement will 
be difficult to obtain. Perhaps when Tova2 
has been assimilated, she can help with 
the negotiations before she goes back to 
Earth. This negotiation would be a good 
test of her empathy gift.”

“When she goes back to Earth, will 
there be a Tova3?” asks Paul17.

“No,” responds the Great Sophistan. 
“Even after she has been assimilated, 
she will need time to fully understand 
her role. Only when she fully understands 
her role can she guide the creation of 
the Tovas.”

“What will happen to Elof2?”

“Elof2 has a very powerful mind,” re-
veals the Great Sophistan. “He will need 
more time than Tova2 to understand his na-
ture. Tova2 can help him. But the Peters 
seem to have the best ideas on how to as-
similate Elof2. Paul25 also wants to be 
involved, though I think he will be tak-
ing a different journey of his own soon.”

“I believe Paul25 has become too valu-
able to risk being killed on Earth,” says 
Paul17.
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“You are once again wise, Paul17. We 
do not know what Sophistan27’s gifts to 
Paul25 will do. Neither does Sophistan27. 
He has introduced a great deal of random-
ness to Sophista. Sometime soon, Paul25 
must take a journey to understand what he 
has become. When he understands, we will 
understand.”

“I am scared, Great Sophistan,” admits 
Paul17, shivering. He has the look of a 
needy, terrified child.

“You should be. We are also scared. 
Since we Sophistans have entered this 
universe, it has been slowly killing us. 
We never expected to have a child.”

Tears appear in Paul17’s eyes. “I can-
not stand the thought of anything happen-
ing to you, Great Sophistan.”

“Don’t worry about it now, Wise Paul. 
There is much time left to find a solu-
tion. The love of the Peters and Pauls 
sustains us greatly. We are worried about 
you, Paul17. After your task today, per-
haps you should let some of the oth-
er Pauls handle things. Paul7 will be 
back from his journey. Lean on him some. 
Remember, Sophistans never face a chal-
lenge alone. It is our shared love that 
keeps us strong.”

“I live to serve, I serve for love and 
I love you very much, Great Sophistan.”
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Paul17 is jittery, needing to give physical affection  He wants to 
hug the Great Sophistan, but there is no way for him to do that  The 
voice and thoughts of  the Great Sophistan are comforting  But ulti-
mately there is no satisfaction in them  It is this vaporous parentage 
that keeps the Pauls eternally in need and eternally devoted to their 
ethereal parent  Paul17 hangs his head, tears dripping from his eyes 

“I love you too, Wise Paul,” comforts 
the Great Sophistan.

Paul17’s eyes sparkle  He has heard the Great Sophistan’s affec-
tionate name for him, the Great Sophistan’s thoughts of  love  It is the 
only affection he will ever receive 
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Chapter 3

Tova’s Reconciliation

P aul25 and Tova2 materialize in the garden at the Paul complex 
“Paul with… I mean Paul25, what is this place?” asks 

Tova2 
“It is our garden,” says Paul25  “It is a private place that all Pauls 

can come to practice their talents and perform wakeful meditation ”
“It is so beautiful,” says Tova2 as she explores the garden, not wait-

ing for Paul25 to show her around  “It’s like a Caribbean paradise on 
Earth  Do you have many other places for Pauls?”

“Yes,” answers Paul25, “we have the Hall of  Memories, which 
helps us remember where we have been and who we are; it makes us 
stronger by helping us face difficult past events.

“Pauls use it to examine other people’s memories, too  You cannot 
help someone if  you cannot see the events that shaped them  Everyone 
is an open book in the Hall of  Memories, so only the Pauls have access  
I am going to show you that place a little later ”

“So you have the garden and the Hall of  Memories,” ponders 
Tova2  She walks back to Paul25, looking down at him with a happy, 
adoring smile  “Do you have any other places, like the Hall of  Playing 
and Having Fun?”

“No, the only other place we have is the Hall of  Power  It is a place 
that we don’t talk about  It is not what we are really about ”
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“Then why have such a place? I can tell you are scared of  it ” She 
is momentarily distracted, remembering her own worries about what 
has happened to Stefan  She knows he is near  She uses her intellectual 
discipline to push down her fears so Paul25 won’t notice them 

“As you will see later today,” says Paul25, “it is place where we 
develop skills we must have but do not like to use  Don’t worry about 
that now  Let’s do something fun!”

“What are all these rocks for?” asks Tova2  “Look at those pretty 
purple rocks over there; they look like huge amethysts ”

Paul25 puts his arms behind him and looks up to Tova2’s face, 
staring with his intense blue eyes  “I made them  I’m the only one who 
can  If  you want pretty purple rocks, Tova2, you have to come to me  
I will turn your ugly stones into pretty gems ”

The green triangles in Paul25’s eyes sparkle momentarily  Tova2 is 
enamored by his sweet boyish charm  She secretly wishes that he was 
her child  The intense blue part of  Paul25’s eyes reminds her of  Stefan  
“Where have they taken you, Stefan?” she thinks 

“Look, they come to you when you ask,” demonstrates Paul25  He 
holds out his hands, palms up; the purple rocks zip over to him, danc-
ing in a circle above his hands 

“Wow, Paul25,” says Tova2, “you are powerful  I am lucky if  I 
can make a glass rise up off  the table without breaking it ” Tova2 is 
uncomfortable  She has never felt inferior to anyone before; now a 
child is making her look mentally impotent 

“Nonsense, Tova2, just hold out your hands and ask for the purple 
rocks; they will come ”

Tova2 extends her arms with her palms up; the rocks spring over 
to her hands, dancing around in a circle above her palms 

“Now send them back to me, Tova2; make them dance all the way 
back ”

The stones sway back and forth as they return to Paul25 
“I like your special stones, Paul25,” says Tova2 enthusiastically  

“They’re pretty and they know what I want them to do ”
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“They’re not alive, Tova2; your thoughts made them dance ”
“I am not that strong at telekinesis,” says Tova2  “I couldn’t have 

made it happen ” Her own thoughts horrify her: she realizes that they 
have altered her in some unknown way  “What have they done to me?” 
she wonders  “What are they doing to you, Stefan?”

“Of  course you can move rocks,” laughs Paul25  “Do you see that 
pile of  rocks? That’s a pile of  round rocks I brought back from Earth 
because I thought they were pretty  I found them at the bottom of  a 
mountain stream  Hold out your hands and ask for them to come in a 
line like ducklings following their mother  Do it, Tova2  It’ll be fun!”

Tova2 reaches out both hands, palms open, and the rocks stream 
over to her in a line 

“Let’s play monkey see, monkey do,” says Paul25 with a silly grin  
“You do what I do ” The stones begin orbiting his body  Tova2’s line 
of  stones begins to orbit her  She becomes distracted from her wor-
ries, experiencing the simple joys of  being a child again  She starts to 
smile, her hair reflecting rainbow sparkles of  light. “Tova2, imagine 
you are floating, floating up like me.”

Paul25 floats up one foot above the ground; Tova2 follows suit. 
Paul25 turns upside down; Tova2, with an expression of  wonder, also 
turns upside down 

“I am going to ask you some questions,” says Paul25  “But you 
must keep concentrating, controlling your thoughts or you will bonk 
your head on the ground ”

“Okay, I’ll try ” Tova2 glances down at the ground, amazed that she 
feels no gravity  Her hair remains perfectly in place  “What have they 
done to me?” she mentally exclaims 

“When was the last time you ate?”
“Oh, uh, I can’t remember  It’s been a long time ”
“Are you hungry, Tova2?”
She responds with a concerned, puzzled look on her face, “No, I 

don’t know why, but I’m not hungry at all  I still feel better than I ever 
have in my life ”
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“Life is good as a Sophistan-human isn’t it? Life is so fun ”
“Yes, this is really fun,” admits Tova2  “Why do you keep calling me 

a Sophistan? I was born on Earth  Is it some kind of  honorary status?”
“All questions worthy of  answers; let’s get ready to go ”
Paul25 and Tova2 right themselves; the rocks stream back into a 

tidy pile in the garden 
“Before we go,” says Paul25, “I think there is something you 

should see ”
“What?” asks Tova2 
“Tonya, mirror please,” commands Paul25 
A head-to-toe mirror appears in front of  Tova2  The mirror is sus-

pended in mid-air and is so thin that it is barely visible from the side 
Paul25 stands next to Tova2, looking up at her with a silly grin  

“How do you like the new look, cotton top?”
Tova2 looks in the mirror; the first thing she notices is that her hair 

is its usual blond except that it is much more shimmery and translu-
cent  There are two thin color streaks from the crown of  her head to 
the edge of  her bowl-cut hair, terminating just above the ears  One of  
the streaks is a shimmery blue and the other is a flaming red.

“Look at those cool racing stripes!” exclaims Paul25 
“What did you do to my hair, you little stinker?” Her playful tone 

masks a terrifying realization: this simply could not be done without 
massive genetic engineering 

“Why little ole me?” asks Paul25, batting his eyes in a cutesy fash-
ion  “Actually, your hair is its true genetically induced color  And your 
blond is shinier, because you are related to me  You are a big sis to all 
the Pauls ”

“Again you claim I am a Sophistan-human,” says Tova2  “How 
could I be related to you?”

“That will take even more explaining and we can get into that later  
Oh yeah, Tonya, let’s give Tova2 some appropriate clothes ”

Tova2’s clothes change instantly to shimmery white pajamas with 
one of  her sleeves displaying two stripes, one red and one blue 
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“Check out your eyes,” urges Paul25 
Tova2 can’t believe what she sees in the mirror  Her eyes now have 

dark blue triangles peppering the light blue iris 
“You don’t think you could be my sis without a pair of  sparklies,” 

Paul25 says 
“How did you change my eyes?” puzzles Tova2  “Genetic engi-

neering on this scale should have destroyed my mind,” she thinks 
“Actually, I didn’t,” says Paul25  “I believe Peter3 did that work ”
“I don’t understand ”
“I know  Let’s go to the Hall of  Memories and get some of  your 

questions answered  Follow me ”
Both Tova2 and Paul25 disappear, reappearing in the Hall of  

Memories 
The Hall of  Memories is a large circular room with no doors or 

windows  It has a blue lighted ring at the top and the bottom of  the 
wall  The walls are made up of  the same black display panels as is in the 
Peters’ underground complex  There is a center area blocked off  by a 
circular railing. The floor in the center area is pitch black; a solid grid 
of  small rectangular and cylindrical crystals protrudes from the ceiling 
at various orientations  The crystals give off  a soft blue glow  On the 
perimeter of  the center section’s ceiling, ninety degrees apart, are four 
large hexagonal crystals pointing at the center of  the room  A single 
clear crystalline railing with crystalline pedestals separates the center 
section from the outer section 

The outer section is composed of  three concentric rings of  
seats separated by a mirror-finished black floor. The seats consist of  
black mirrored concentric ring pedestals; on top of  each pedestal is a 
Sophistan cushion containing blue glowing gel with small, circulating, 
green-glowing pyramids  There is an aisle along the perimeter wall and 
the rings of  seats are cut by aisles at ninety-degree intervals 

Tova2 and Paul25 materialize in the perimeter aisle near the wall 
Tova2 takes a look around  “This room is creepy, as if  it’s a tomb ”
“If  this is a tomb, then all of  the Earth is a brightly lit slaughter 
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house,” chides Paul25  “Tonya, Sophistan core access procedure, please ”
“Place your hand on the wall, Paul25,” requests Tonya  “Place your 

hand on the wall, Tova2 ”
“Come on, Tova2,” urges Paul25  “Place your palm on the wall ”
“Where?”
“Anywhere, it doesn’t matter ”
Tova2 places her hand on the nearest section of  wall; Paul25 

follows 
Tonya announces, “Paul25 genetic match confirmed; Tova2 genetic 

match confirmed; high security access approved.” Tova2 is momen-
tarily frozen in surprise that the computer knows her DNA pattern 
and can scan it from her hand so fast 

“You can put your hand down,” says Paul25  “Let’s go sit on the 
first row.”

Once the two sit next to each other, Paul25 says to Tova2, “This 
place is a very private place and has a very special status  Since some-
times the images you see here are very painful to watch, many Sophistan 
protocols are suspended here  You can cry, scream, jump up and down, 
and even hug me if  it helps you  What you are about to see, Tova2, will 
be very painful, but it is necessary in order to answer the questions you 
asked earlier  And I think you need to have those questions answered 
so that you may understand your new role ”

“Okay, Paul with Numbers, I will trust you,” affirms Tova2. “I 
hope they haven’t done something to Stefan,” she thinks 

Paul25 smiles a little at Tova2’s endearment  “Tonya, Sophistan 
core access  Show Tova2’s arrival on Sophista ”

“Please confirm permission, Tova2,” requests Tonya.
Paul25 whispers to Tova2, “Say ‘permission granted’ ”
“Permission granted, Tonya ”
A three-dimensional video appears in the central area of  the room  

It shows a picture of  a matter-transport platform near a Sophistan 
pyramid 

Paul25 says, “That pyramid is Sophistan1  Only Pauls and soon, 
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Tovas, can go near the Sophistans; we are the only ones they truly 
trust with their lives  Although the Sophistans all live in a telepathi-
cally linked community, they typically speak as one entity; Sophistan1 
is really the one who deals with humans and speaks to us personally ”

The picture shows Paul17 and Tova materializing on the platform  
(Boxed print is the dialog in the video and description) 

Tova2 turns to Paul25  “Why soon? Why the hurry?”
“You had received a fatal dose of  radiation  You were beginning 

to degenerate  In order to have any chance of  resurrecting you, espe-
cially as Tova, we needed to demolecularize you before your pattern 
degraded ”

Tova2 turns to Paul25, grabs him, and starts to cry 
“Look up, Tova2; you must watch what happens next  Please watch 

so you will understand ”

Tova starts to bend over. “Paul17, I hurt so badly.”

Paul17 responds, “Just walk over here and touch 
the pyramid, Tova. Touch it and all the pain will go 
away. Hurry, Tova, time is short; you must touch 
it soon.”

In the image, Tova begins to crawl down the path. 
Blood begins to drip from her eyes like tears. She 
starts screaming.

In the video, Paul17 is yelling to be heard above 
Tova’s screams. “Tova, don’t pass out; listen, you 
must touch the pyramid. I will help you.”
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Tova2 is hugging Paul25, crying more softly now, and mumbling, 
“I don’t remember; I don’t remember it at all ”

Paul25 raises Tova2’s head up with his little hands and looks her 
in the eyes  “Of  course you don’t remember; who wants to remember 
that? When we rebuilt you, we left out that memory ”

“What happened?” asks Tova2 
“In Earth terms, we euthanized you  You are as dead as stone  In 

Sophistan terms, the explanation is a little more complicated  When 
you touched Sophistan1, he ripped the electrical and energy pattern 
that forms your consciousness right out of  your head  He reduced 
it to a set of  equations that relate time and energy  Next he took you 
apart atom by atom and wrote a mathematical description of  exactly 
how you were put together at that very moment  We call this process 
demolecularization  As a result of  demolecularization, you existed as 
a set of  math equations that formed a simulation of  Tova  He could 
even run the simulation to see what you would do in certain situations 

Paul17 sticks his arms out and raises them 
slightly above shoulder level. Tova floats up off 
the ground and toward the pyramid. She heaves, 
puking blood, spilling her life out along the trail.

Paul17 yells to Tova, “You are there; put your 
hand on the pyramid.”

A limp hand rises up with blood dripping from 
the fingernails; it falls down, slapping the pyra-
mid like a dead piece of meat hitting the cutting 
board. A high-pitched squeal rings out in the air 
as Tova’s whole body begins to glow with a fine 
white light which grows ever brighter. The light 
becomes blinding so that just the black image of 
her skeleton is visible. The image of the skeleton 
slowly fades away, as if it has been consumed by 
some ravenous, vaporous mist. The movie ends.
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“On Sophista, we don’t kill  And we don’t like leaving people in 
nonexistence  But everyone here must have a role  There is noth-
ing worse than living with no purpose  So we found something that 
needed to be done; it was role that could be uniquely yours  Then 
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Peter3 and the Great Sophistan went to work altering you so that you 
could fill that role. All that made Tova unique, her memories, her life 
experiences, her emotions, were kept  We took a beautiful person—
you—and made you even more beautiful  We added Sophistan traits 
and dropped some of  the human traits  Because you were a Child of  
Sophista, we didn’t have to change much  You were already close to 
being a Sophistan-human ”

“Then what am I?”
“Good, a question,” says Paul25  “Tonya, Sophistan core access, 

display Tova2 rising”
“Tova2, do you grant permission?” asks Tonya 
“Yes, permission granted  Please show it, Tonya ”

Tova2 puts her arm around Paul25 and holds him tightly, turning 
to smile at him  Paul25’s eyes begin sparkling 

She asks, “Is that music Stefan’s music?”
Paul25, smiling ear to ear and too embarrassed to speak, nods his 

head 

Paul25 flies up into the air; he floats upside down in mid-air directly 
in front of  Tova2’s face, eyeball to eyeball  “Behold, the miracle of  life! 
A beautiful new Sophistan is created and a big sis I could love!”

The three-dimensional scene appears of the 
room in the Peter complex where Tova2 was cre-
ated. Paul25 is shown explaining the music to 
Peter3.

Tova2’s mouth drops open as a skeleton appears 
on the couch, followed by the internal organs, 
and is finally finished off with her skin. She jumps 
when she sees herself jolt on the Sophistan med-
ical couch as she is brought to life.
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Tova2 is suddenly looking past Paul25  “Tonya, zoom in on those 
flashing letters.”

Paul25 returns to his seat beside Tova2, hunched down ready for 
something bad to happen 

“Paul25, why is there a flashing sign saying ‘destruct’ behind me?”
“Uh, because, Tova2,” Paul25 stutters, “well, there’s no easy way 

to say this…What if  when you woke up, Tova2 was not in that pretty 
head of  yours? What if  the randomness messed you up in ways we 
couldn’t expect?”

“You mean, if  when I awoke…?”
“That’s right, if  you awoke and said to me, ‘Who are you?’ Peter3 

would not have hesitated to hit the button and blow you away ”
Tova2 becomes motionless, a blank faraway stare on her face  

Paul25 worries that she has been overwhelmed by the sudden changes 
to her life  The shock of  realizing how she was created, how she could 
have been disposed of  like a used teabag, weighs upon her heavily 

“Tova2,” he blurts out, “I know what you are thinking  You are 
thinking that you don’t matter; that you are just a tool to be used 
and discarded  But once Peter3 took his hands out of  the machine, 
when the destruct display disappeared, you were here forever  Every 
Sophistan-human who knew you would be created wanted you as a 
new sister  You were a labor of  love for Peter3  He knew that whatever 
he did, he might have to live with it forever  You were not some soup 
kitchen masterpiece  Peter3 looked forward to talking with you  He 
wanted Tova2 to be a part of  his life forever  So did all of  Sophista  
Peter3 has been waiting to talk with you  I think the anxiety has really 
been weighing on him ”

Paul25 says telepathically, “Peter3, I 
think she is ready, why don’t you jaunt 
over here?”

Paul25’s blue eyes pierce Tova2  “Will you allow me to invite your 
creator for a visit?”
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Tova2 nods a bit nervously  “Yes, of  course; I want to meet him ”
“Shall I allow Peter3 into the Hall of  Memories?” asks Tonya 
“Permission granted,” confirms Paul25.
“Permission granted,” echoes Tova2 
Peter3 jaunts in  For a moment, Tova2 and Peter3 just stare at each 

other in silence  Paul25, with a puzzled look, is not quite sure what to 
make of  it. Tova2 looks at Peter3’s eyes and sees the beautiful filaments 
of  green swirling around blue triangles  Until this moment, it had been 
like a dream. Seeing Peter3 up close, in the flesh, makes this fourteen-
year-old boy absolutely real  Tova2 reaches for his hand, grasping it 
tightly  Peter3’s eyes open wide; he feels as if  he has just been dropped 
into a warm blanket on a cold day  Tova2 can sense something she 
has never felt before; his powerful intellectual mind wrapped in deep 
feelings 

“Wow, what a rush!” exclaims Peter3  “I made her a strong telepath 
but wow, she is so much stronger than I expected ”

Paul25 turns to Tova2  “And I hear he makes really good kettle 
corn too  You should drop by and see him sometime ”

“I would love to talk to you, Tova2,” says Peter3  “I have so looked 
forward to your arrival ”

“Paul25, he has a racing stripe in his hair, just like me,” remarks 
Tova2 in a child-like fashion 

Paul25 rolls his eyes at her statement  “Congratulations, Peter3, I 
see you have finally earned a grey stripe. You more than deserve it for 
your latest creation ”

“Thanks, Paul25, you are very kind,” says Peter3  “You really are 
Peter2’s best creation ”

Paul25’s eyes sparkle momentarily 
“Thanks for dropping by, Brother,” says Paul25  “I will let you get 

back to work since you have such a busy day ”
Peter3 looks at Tova2, smiles, and slowly disappears 
Paul25 says, “You see, Tova2, no one truly dies on Sophista ”
“Except for Paul23,” says Tova2 
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Paul25 collapses onto the bench 
“I am so sorry, Paul with Numbers,” apologizes Tova2  “I forget 

how painful that memory is ”
She squeezes his hand tightly; Paul25 too feels the warm blanket 

melting away the cold, painful memory of  his brother’s death 
“Peter3 is right,” remarks Paul25  “You are one of  the strongest 

telepaths  I foresee that you will be one of  the most beautiful minds 
added to Sophista ”

Tova2’s eyes momentarily sparkle for the first time. “What was 
that?”

Paul25, smiling ear to ear, looks up at Tova2  “That was your spar-
klies  You couldn’t be the big sis of  the Pauls without sparklies ”

He continues, a little more seriously, “I hope you feel wanted and 
loved  Everyone on Sophista wants you to live and be happy  You 
have seen how you came to be and how fun being a Sophistan is  
Unfortunately, being the big sis of  the Pauls, you have some of  the 
Pauls’ unpleasant duties 

“You have noticed that you have a red streak and a blue streak 
in your hair  These streaks indicate you are related to the Peters and 
Lukes. You are definitely considered a big sis to the Peters.”

He looks down and begins fidgeting with his fingers. He feels bad 
about what lies ahead for Tova2 

“Life on Sophista can be scary and challenging  The challenges can 
be overwhelmingly difficult; their rewards can be overwhelming also.

“It was a challenge for Peter3 to create you  Things did go wrong 
while he was raising you, which he had to fix. Had he not risen to the 
challenge, you would be dead  He persisted through the intense fear, 
thinking his way out of  the problems  In the end, his reward was to 
bring the wonderful person that you are into the world 

“We help each other  Our strength comes from Sophista being one 
giant family; family bonds are how we overcome the fears and pain we 
experience in our service ”

Paul25 grabs Tova2’s hand and begins to weave his fingers in 
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between hers, as if  he is a little boy playing with his mom’s hands  
“It is not easy to be a fully functional Sophistan-human  Everyone 
on Sophista becomes fully functional  Everyone  It is not a measure 
of  your worth  It is a fact  It doesn’t mean it won’t hurt when you’re 
learning. It doesn’t mean you will never get hurt after you have finished 
learning  It doesn’t mean you will never make mistakes  Your Sophistan 
family will keep helping you until you are perfect at every one of  your 
gifts  Despite the short-term pain you may experience, you will take 
pride and pleasure in using your gifts to benefit everyone. Serving fully 
is the source of  our happiness 

“You will learn to derive pleasure from the simple things, as we did 
in the garden; even then you were serving Sophista by perfecting your 
talents ”

Tova2 is pretty overwhelmed at this point, and also a little afraid  
She can’t imagine being perfect at anything 

“Is something bad going to happen next?” she asks  Silently she 
adds, “Not to Stefan, I can’t be without him  Why? I’m so confused ”

Paul25 decides it’s better to get things over with one quick shock  
He drops her hand abruptly  “Something bad is going to happen  And 
like it always does on Sophista, something bad always leads to some-
thing good 

“The Great Sophistan instilled the Pauls with genetics that forces 
them to need his love  It was his way of  being able to trust us with his 
safety  But an amazing thing happened, as it always does on Sophista  
He began to love us and cherish us  He began to need our love  And 
that made us willing to do anything for him. As you will find out, we 
really will do anything for him 

“A Paul has a simple purpose: to keep the Great Sophistan safe and 
to ensure that Sophista is filled with love. But sometimes we must do 
unpleasant things to fulfill those two goals. You are about to see one 
of  those unpleasant things  One of  the talents you will develop is the 
ability to do unpleasant things when required  We do these unpleasant 
things so others do not have to suffer the pain or guilt  This burden is 
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strictly for Pauls—and now you, sis ”
Tova2 feels the power abruptly rise in him  She begins to shake a 

little 
“You are about to go with Paul17 to explore some of  these talents  

I know you are not ready for this  No one newly created is  When we 
are done with you, you will be ready  And you will not fear your talents 

“Always remember, Tova2, unless we or the Great Sophistan are 
thwarted by the randomness, no one ever dies on Sophista  We cannot 
kill  Repeat these two things in your mind when you feel fearful and 
it will help you control your fear  You will be able to deal with any 
challenges, making everyone on Sophista happy  Are ready for your 
challenge?”

She feels his sudden coldness  In a quivering voice, she says, “I 
guess so ”

“Then jaunt by yourself  to the garden and meet Paul17  You know 
how to get there ”

Tova2 is hesitant  “I am not sure I can do it, Paul25 ”
The red disks suddenly appear in front of  Paul25’s eyes  He says in 

a very serious voice, “You must do it, Tova2; you have no choice  Do 
it now!”


